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Undercover - Emad A. Salem 2014-01-30
The untold story of Alqaeda the FBI and CIA in America,how was The
World Trade Center bombed? I know, because I was there!
(UNDERCOVER)
Against All Enemies - Tom Clancy 2011-06-14
Racing from the remote, war-scarred landscapes of the Middle East to
the blood-soaked chaos of the U.S.-Mexico border, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Tom Clancy delivers a heart-stopping thriller that is
frighteningly close to reality. Working behind the scenes for the CIA, exNavy SEAL Maxwell Moore arrives at a rendezvous to take charge of a
high-ranking Taliban captive and barely escapes with his life. Undaunted,
Moore is relentless in his quest to find the terrorist cell responsible, but
what he discovers leads him to a much darker conspiracy in an
unexpected part of the globe... After years of planning, the Taliban have
come to terms with a vicious Mexican drug cartel and agreed to supply
them with opium. For the cartel, the deal means money, power, and
ultimate control of the drug trade. But for the Taliban, it is a long
awaited opportunity: to exploit the cartels and bring the fire of the jihad
to the hearts of the infidels, striking against the very heart of America.
An End to Evil
- David Frum 2004-10-26
An End to Evil charts the agenda for what’s next in the war on terrorism,
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as articulated by David Frum, former presidential speechwriter and
bestselling author of The Right Man, and Richard Perle, former assistant
secretary of defense and one of the most influential foreign-policy
leaders in Washington. This world is an unsafe place for Americans—and
the U.S. government remains unready to defend its people. In An End to
Evil, David Frum and Richard Perle sound the alert about the dangers
around us: the continuing threat from terrorism, the crisis with North
Korea, the aggressive ambitions of China. Frum and Perle provide a
detailed, candid account of America’s vulnerabilities: a military whose
leaders resist change, intelligence agencies mired in bureaucracy,
diplomats who put friendly relations with their foreign colleagues ahead
of the nation’s interests. Perle and Frum lay out a bold program to
defend America—and to win the war on terror. Among the topics this
book addresses: • why the United States risks its security if it submits to
the authority of the United Nations • why France and Saudi Arabia have
to be treated as adversaries, not allies, in the war on terror • why the
United States must take decisive action against Iran—now • what to do
in North Korea if negotiations fail • why everything you read in the
newspapers about the Israeli-Arab dispute is wrong • how our
government must be changed if we are to fight the war on terror to
victory—not just stalemate • where the next great terror threat is coming
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from—and what we can do to protect ourselves An End to Evil will define
the conservative point of view on foreign policy for a new
generation—and shape the agenda for the 2004 presidential-election
year and beyond. With a keen insiders’ perspective on how our leaders
are confronting—or not confronting—the war on terrorism, David Frum
and Richard Perle make a convincing argument for why the toughest line
is the safest line.
Piranesi - Susanna Clarke 2020-09-15
New York Times Bestseller Winner of the Women's Prize for Fiction
World Fantasy Awards Finalist From the New York Times bestselling
author of Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell, an intoxicating, hypnotic new
novel set in a dreamlike alternative reality. Piranesi's house is no
ordinary building: its rooms are infinite, its corridors endless, its walls
are lined with thousands upon thousands of statues, each one different
from all the others. Within the labyrinth of halls an ocean is imprisoned;
waves thunder up staircases, rooms are flooded in an instant. But
Piranesi is not afraid; he understands the tides as he understands the
pattern of the labyrinth itself. He lives to explore the house. There is one
other person in the house-a man called The Other, who visits Piranesi
twice a week and asks for help with research into A Great and Secret
Knowledge. But as Piranesi explores, evidence emerges of another
person, and a terrible truth begins to unravel, revealing a world beyond
the one Piranesi has always known. For readers of Neil Gaiman's The
Ocean at the End of the Lane and fans of Madeline Miller's Circe,
Piranesi introduces an astonishing new world, an infinite labyrinth, full of
startling images and surreal beauty, haunted by the tides and the clouds.
Glass Houses- Joel Brenner 2013-08-27
A chilling and revelatory appraisal of the new faces of espionage and
warfare on the digital battleground Shortly after 9/11, Joel Brenner
entered the inner sanctum of American espionage, first as the inspector
general of the National Security Agency, then as the head of
counterintelligence for the director of National Intelligence. He saw at
close range the battleground on which adversaries are attacking us:
cyberspace. Like the rest of us, governments and corporations inhabit
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“glass houses,” all but transparent to a new generation of spies who
operate remotely from such places as China, the Middle East, Russia,
and even France. In this urgent wake-up call, Brenner draws on his
extraordinary background to show what we can—and cannot—do to
prevent cyber spies and hackers from compromising our security and
stealing our latest technology.
Enemies Within - Matt Apuzzo 2013-09-03
Two Pulitzer Prize-winning journalists take an unbridled look into one of
the most sensitive post-9/11 national security investigations—a
breathtaking race to stop a second devastating terrorist attack on
American soil. In Enemies Within, Matt Apuzzo and Adam Goldman
“reveal how New York really works” (James Risen, author of State of
War) and lay bare the complex and often contradictory state of
counterterrorism and intelligence in America through the pursuit of
Najibullah Zazi, a terrorist bomber who trained under one of bin Laden’s
most trusted deputies. Zazi and his co-conspirators represented
America’s greatest fear: a terrorist cell operating inside America. This
real-life spy story—uncovered in previously unpublished secret NYPD
documents and interviews with intelligence sources—shows that while
many of our counterterrorism programs are more invasive than ever,
they are often counterproductive at best. After 9/11, New York Police
Commissioner Ray Kelly initiated an audacious plan for the Big Apple:
dispatch a vast network of plainclothes officers and paid
informants—called “rakers” and “mosque crawlers”—into Muslim
neighborhoods to infiltrate religious communities and eavesdrop on
college campuses. Police amassed data on innocent people, often for
their religious and political beliefs. But when it mattered most, these
strategies failed to identify the most imminent threats. In Enemies
Within, Appuzo and Goldman tackle the tough questions about the
measures that we take to protect ourselves from real and perceived
threats. They take you inside America’s sprawling counterterrorism
machine while it operates at full throttle. They reveal what works, what
doesn’t, and what Americans have unknowingly given up. “Did the
Snowden leaks trouble you? You ain’t seen nothing yet” (Dan Bigman,
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Forbes editor).
The Fifth Domain - Richard A. Clarke 2020-09-15
An urgent warning from two bestselling security experts--and a gripping
inside look at how governments, firms, and ordinary citizens can confront
and contain the tyrants, hackers, and criminals bent on turning the
digital realm into a war zone. "In the battle raging between offense and
defense in cyberspace, Clarke and Knake have some important ideas
about how we can avoid cyberwar for our country, prevent cybercrime
against our companies, and in doing so, reduce resentment, division, and
instability at home and abroad."--Bill Clinton There is much to fear in the
dark corners of cyberspace: we have entered an age in which online
threats carry real-world consequences. But we do not have to let
autocrats and criminals run amok in the digital realm. We now know a
great deal about how to make cyberspace far less dangerous--and about
how to defend our security, economy, democracy, and privacy from cyber
attack. Our guides to the fifth domain -- the Pentagon's term for
cyberspace -- are two of America's top cybersecurity experts, seasoned
practitioners who are as familiar with the White House Situation Room
as they are with Fortune 500 boardrooms. Richard A. Clarke and Robert
K. Knake offer a vivid, engrossing tour of the often unfamiliar terrain of
cyberspace, introducing us to the scientists, executives, and public
servants who have learned through hard experience how government
agencies and private firms can fend off cyber threats. With a focus on
solutions over scaremongering, and backed by decades of high-level
experience in the White House and the private sector, The Fifth Domain
delivers a riveting, agenda-setting insider look at what works in the
struggle to avoid cyberwar.
Zero Day Threat- Byron Acohido 2008
Looks at how banks and their lending policies facilitate fraud and
identity theft, revealing the many ways large lending institutions have
put customers at risk to maximize profits.
Against All Enemies
- Richard A. Clarke 2004
Examines America's war on terror, both before and after September
11th, including what went right or wrong, the operations of al Qaeda, the
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Department of Homeland Security, and other crucial actions of the Bush
administration.
The Next Attack- Daniel Benjamin 2006-07-25
The authors of the bestseller The Age of Sacred Terror show how the
United States is losing the war on terror and what we need to do if we're
serious about winning it. We are losing. Four years and two wars after
September 11, 2001, the United States is no closer to victory in the "war
on terror." In fact, we are unwittingly clearing the way for the next
attack. In this provocative new book, Daniel Benjamin and Steven Simon
show how the terrorist threat is evolving, with a broadening array of
tactics, an army of new fighters and, most ominously, a widening base of
support in the global Muslim community. The jihadist movement has
been galvanized by the example of 9/11 and the missteps of the U.S.
government, which has consistently failed to understand the nature of
the new terror. Left on this trajectory, much worse faces us in the near
future. It doesn't have to be this way. The Next Attack makes the case
that America has the capacity to stem the tide of Islamic terrorism, but
Benjamin and Simon caution that this will require a far-reaching and
creative new strategy, one that recognizes that the struggle has been
over-militarized and that a campaign for reform must be more than
rhetoric and less than bayonets. And they point out how America's
increasing tendency to frame the conflict in religious terms has
undermined our ability to advance our interests. Is America is truly
equipped to do what is necessary to combat Islamist terrorism, or are we
too blinded by our own ideology? The answer to that question will
determine how secure we will truly be, in the years and decades to come.
Shake Hands With the Devil - Romeo Dallaire 2009-02-24
On the tenth anniversary of the date that UN peacekeepers landed in
Rwanda, Random House Canada is proud to publish the unforgettable
first-hand account of the genocide by the man who led the UN mission.
Digging deep into shattering memories, General Dallaire has written a
powerful story of betrayal, naïveté, racism and international politics. His
message is simple and undeniable: “Never again.” When Lt-Gen. Roméo
Dallaire received the call to serve as force commander of the UN
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intervention in Rwanda in 1993, he thought he was heading off on a
modest and straightforward peacekeeping mission. Thirteen months later
he flew home from Africa, broken, disillusioned and suicidal, having
witnessed the slaughter of 800,000 Rwandans in only a hundred days. In
Shake Hands with the Devil, he takes the reader with him on a return
voyage into the hell of Rwanda, vividly recreating the events the
international community turned its back on. This book is an unsparing
eyewitness account of the failure by humanity to stop the genocide,
despite timely warnings. Woven through the story of this disastrous
mission is Dallaire’s own journey from confident Cold Warrior, to
devastated UN commander, to retired general engaged in a painful
struggle to find a measure of peace, reconciliation and hope. This book is
General Dallaire’s personal account of his conversion from a man certain
of his worth and secure in his assumptions to a man conscious of his own
weaknesses and failures and critical of the institutions he’d relied on. It
might not sit easily with standard ideas of military leadership, but
understanding what happened to General Dallaire and his mission to
Rwanda is crucial to understanding the moral minefields our
peacekeepers are forced to negotiate when we ask them to step into the
world’s dirty wars. Excerpt from Shake Hands with the Devil My story is
not a strictly military account nor a clinical, academic study of the
breakdown of Rwanda. It is not a simplistic indictment of the many
failures of the UN as a force for peace in the world. It is not a story of
heroes and villains, although such a work could easily be written. This
book is a cri de coeur for the slaughtered thousands, a tribute to the
souls hacked apart by machetes because of their supposed difference
from those who sought to hang on to power. . . . This book is the account
of a few humans who were entrusted with the role of helping others taste
the fruits of peace. Instead, we watched as the devil took control of
paradise on earth and fed on the blood of the people we were supposed
to protect.
Against All Enemies - Richard A. Clarke 2004-03-26
"The [Bush] administration has squandered the opportunity to eliminate
al Qaeda....A new al Qaeda has emerged and is growing stronger, in part
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because of our own actions and inactions. It is in many ways a tougher
opponent than the original threat we faced before September 11, and we
are not doing what is necessary to make America safe from that threat."
No one has more authority to make that claim than Richard Clarke, the
former counterterrorism czar for both Bill Clinton and George W. Bush.
The one person who knows more about Usama bin Laden and al Qaeda
than anyone else in this country, he has devoted two decades of his
professional life to combating terrorism. Richard Clarke served seven
presidents and worked inside the White House for George H.W. Bush,
Bill Clinton, and George W. Bush until he resigned in March 2003. He
knows, better than anyone, the hidden successes and failures of the
Clinton years. He knows, better than anyone, why we failed to prevent
9/11. He knows, better than anyone, how President Bush reacted to the
attack and what happened behind the scenes in the days that followed.
He knows whether or not Iraq presented a terrorist threat to the United
States and whether there were hidden costs to the invasion of that
country. Most disturbing of all are Clarke's revelations about the Bush
administration's lack of interest in al Qaeda prior to September 11. From
the moment the Bush team took office and decided to retain Clarke in his
post as the counterterrorism czar, Clarke tried to persuade them to take
al Qaeda as seriously as had Bill Clinton. For months, he was denied the
opportunity even to make his case to Bush. He encountered key officials
who gave the impression that they had never heard of al Qaeda; who
focused incessantly on Iraq; who even advocated long-discredited
conspiracy theories about Saddam's involvement in previous attacks on
the United States. Clarke was the nation's crisis manager on 9/11,
running the Situation Room -- a scene described here for the first time -and then watched in dismay at what followed. After ignoring existing
plans to attack al Qaeda when he first took office, George Bush made
disastrous decisions when he finally did pay attention. Coming from a
man known as one of the hard-liners against terrorists, Against All
Enemies is both a powerful history of our two-decades-long confrontation
with terrorism and a searing indictment of the current administration.
Breakpoint - Richard A. Clarke 2007-01-16
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Air Force Combat Controller Dallas O'Halloran has a reputation as a hellraising ladykiller. But he's also fiercely loyal. So when he's recruited by a
new combat unit, Dallas is none too pleased to find himself teamed up
with the icy blond JAG officer who nearly court-martialed his friends.
Academy graduate Julianne Decatur is tough, tenacious, and driven by
her belief in military law. She has zero patience for hot shot Spec-Ops
cowboys who think the rules don't apply to them, and even less tolerance
for Dallas' tough-as-nails Texas attitude. But when they're assigned to
investigate a Navy flyer's apparent suicide, they discover the trail of a
ruthless killer with a secret to hide—and an attraction between them that
can't be denied. And when their prey turns the tables on them, Julianne
will have to depend on the one man daring and reckless enough to keep
them both alive.
Plan of Attack - Bob Woodward 2012-12-25
Award-winning journalist Bob Woodward has spent over thirty years in
Washington's corridors of power. In All the President's Men it was he,
together with Carl Bernstein, who exposed the Watergate scandal and he
has been giving us a privileged front-row seat to White-House intrigue
and decision-making ever since. With PLAN OF ATTACK he brings his
investigative skills to bear on the administration of George W. Bush, and
the build-up to war in Iraq. What emerges is a fascinating and intimate
portrait of the leading powers in Bush's war council and their allies
overseas as they prepare their pre-emptive attack and change the course
of history.
The Life Eaters
- David Brin 2015-02-10
Brought back to the mortal plane by sorcery, the Norse Gods joined the
battlefields of World War II leading to major Nazi victories, but with the
war still raging a generation later, the final battle lines are being drawn.
Warnings - Richard A. Clarke 2017-05-23
From President Bill Clinton's recommended reading list Publishers
Weekly Bestseller Warnings is the story of the future of national security,
threatening technologies, the U.S. economy, and possibly the fate of
civilization. In Greek mythology Cassandra foresaw calamities, but was
cursed by the gods to be ignored. Modern-day Cassandras clearly
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predicted the disasters of Katrina, Fukushima, the Great Recession, the
rise of ISIS, the spread of viruses and many more. Like the mythological
Cassandra, they were ignored. There are others right now warning of
impending disasters—from cyber attacks to pandemics—but how do we
know which warnings are likely to be right? Through riveting
explorations in a variety of fields, the authors—both accomplished CEOs
and White House National Security Council veterans—discover a method
to separate the accurate Cassandras from the crazy doomsayers. They
then investigate the experts who today are warning of future disasters:
the threats from artificial intelligence, bio-hacking, malware attacks, and
more, and whose calls are not being heeded. Clarke’s and Eddy’s
penetrating insights are essential for any person, any business, or any
government that doesn’t want to be a blind victim of tomorrow’s
catastrophe.
Al-Qaida's Jihad in Europe - Evan Kohlmann 2004-12-03
Why did so many of the September 11th hijackers spend time in
Germany? How did terrorist sleeper cells plant themselves in cities such
as London, Paris, Rome, and Hamburg? This is the first book to uncover
the secret history of how Europe was systematically infiltrated by the
ranks of the most dangerous terrorist organization on earth.Terrorist
analyst Evan F. Kohlmann argues that the key to understanding AlQaida's European cells lies in the Bosnian war of the 1990s. Using the
Bosnian war as their cover, Afghan-trained Islamic militants loyal to
Usama Bin Laden convened in the Balkans in 1992 to establish a
European domestic terrorist infrastructure in order to plot their violent
strikes against the United States. As the West and the United Nations
looked on with disapproval, the fanatic foreign mujahideen, or holy
warriors, wreaked havoc across southern Europe, taking particular aim
at UN peacekeepers and even openly fighting with Bosnian Muslims at
times. Within a few months of the war's end, home-grown terrorist
sleeper cells appeared on the streets of Europe's cities.Al-Qaida's Jihad
in Europe unveils a new angle to the deadly international terrorist
organization and includes recently declassified American and European
intelligence reports, secret Al-Qaida records and internal documents, and
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interviews with notorious figures such as London-based Bin Laden
sympathizer Abu Hamza Al-Masri.
Afghanistan Declassified - Brian Glyn Williams 2011-09-22
Nearly 100,000 U.S. soldiers were deployed to Afghanistan at the height
of the campaign, fighting the longest war in the nation's history. But
what do Americans know about the land where this conflict is taking
place? Many have come to have a grasp of the people, history, and
geography of Iraq, but Afghanistan remains a mystery. Originally
published by the U.S. Army to provide an overview of the country's
terrain, ethnic groups, and history for American troops and now updated
and expanded for the general public, Afghanistan Declassified fills in
these gaps. Historian Brian Glyn Williams, who has traveled to
Afghanistan frequently over the past decade, provides essential
background to the war, tracing the rise, fall, and reemergence of the
Taliban. Special sections deal with topics such as the CIA's Predator
drone campaign in the Pakistani tribal zones, the spread of suicide
bombing from Iraq to the Afghan theater of operations, and comparisons
between the Soviet and U.S. experiences in Afghanistan. To Williams, a
historian of Central Asia, Afghanistan is not merely a theater in the war
on terror. It is a primeval, exciting, and beautiful land; not only a place of
danger and turmoil but also one of hospitable villagers and stunning
landscapes, of great cultural diversity and richness. Williams brings the
country to life through his own travel experiences—from living with
Northern Alliance Uzbek warlords to working on a major NATO base.
National heroes are introduced, Afghanistan's varied ethnic groups are
explored, key battles—both ancient and current—are retold, and this
land that many see as only a frightening setting for prolonged war
emerges in three dimensions.
The Daily Show (The Book) - Chris Smith 2016-11-22
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of
the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its
correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between
television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It
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launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians,
highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys.
Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie
will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee,
Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain,
Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the
reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as
Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news
cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for
not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling
bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through years
of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama
and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative
takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural
touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute
rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of
Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking
shows.
A Pretext for War - James Bamford 2005-05-10
A Pretext for War reveals the systematic weaknesses behind the failure
to detect or prevent the 9/11 attacks, and details the Bush
administration’s subsequent misuse of intelligence to sell preemptive war
to the American people. Filled with unprecedented revelations, from the
sites of “undisclosed locations” to the actual sources of America’s Middle
East policy, A Pretext for War is essential reading for anyone concerned
about the security of the United States. Acclaimed author James
Bamford–whose classic book The Puzzle Palace first revealed the
existence of the National Security Agency–draws on his unparalleled
access to top intelligence sources to produce a devastating expose of the
intelligence community and the Bush administration.
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Against All Enemies - Richard A. Clarke 2008-12-09
Richard Clarke has been one of America's foremost experts on
counterterrorism measures for more than two decades. He has served
under four presidents from both parties, beginning in Ronald Reagan's
State Department becoming America's first Counter-terrorism Czar
under Bill Clinton and remaining for the first two years of George W.
Bush's administration. He has seen every piece of intelligence on AlQaeda from the beginning; he was in the Situation Room on September
11th and he knows exactly what has taken place under the United State's
new Department of Homeland Security. Through gripping, thriller-like
scenes, he tells the full story for the first time and explains what the
Bush Administration are doing.
Intelligence Matters - Bob Graham 2004-09-14
In this explosive, controversial, and profoundly alarming insider’s report,
Senator Bob Graham reveals faults in America’s national security
network severe enough to raise fundamental questions about the
competence and honesty of public officials in the CIA, the FBI, and the
White House. For ten years, Senator Graham served on the Senate
Intelligence Committee, where he had access to some of the nation’s
most closely guarded secrets. Following the attacks of September 11,
2001, Graham co-chaired a historic joint House-Senate inquiry into the
intelligence community’s failures. From that investigation and his own
personal fact-finding, Graham discovered disturbing evidence of terrorist
activity and a web of complicity: • At one point, a terrorist support
network conducted some of its operations through Saudi Arabia’s U.S.
embassy–and a funding chain for terrorism led to the Saudi royal family.
• In February 2002, only four months after combat began in Afghanistan,
the Bush administration ordered General Tommy Franks to move vital
military resources out of Afghanistan for an operation against
Iraq–despite Franks’s privately stated belief that there was a job to finish
in Afghanistan, and that the war on terrorism should focus next on
terrorist targets in Somalia and Yemen. • Throughout 2002, President
Bush directed the FBI to limit its investigations of Saudi Arabia, which
supported some and possibly all of the September 11 hijackers. • The
against-all-enemies-by-richard-a-clarke-diqiucunore

White House was so uncooperative with the bipartisan inquiry that its
behavior bore all the hallmarks of a cover-up. • The FBI had an
informant who was extremely close to two of the September 11 hijackers,
and actually housed one of them, yet the existence of this informant and
the scope of his contacts with the hijackers were covered up. • There
were twelve instances when the September 11 plot could have been
discovered and potentially foiled. • Days after 9/11, U.S. authorities
allowed some Saudis to fly, despite a complete civil aviation ban, after
which the government expedited the departure of more than one
hundred Saudis from the United States. • Foreign leaders throughout the
Middle East warned President Bush of exactly what would happen in a
postwar Iraq, and those warnings went either ignored or unheeded. As a
result of his Senate work, Graham has become convinced that the attacks
of September 11 could have been avoided, and that the Bush
administration’s war on terrorism has failed to address the immediate
danger posed by al-Qaeda, Hezbollah, and Hamas in Afghanistan, Syria,
Yemen, and Somalia. His book is a disturbing reminder that at the
highest levels of national security, now more than ever, intelligence
matters.
Cyber War - Richard A. Clarke 2010-04-20
An essential, eye-opening book about cyberterrorism, cyber war, and the
next great threat to our national security. “Cyber War may be the most
important book about national security policy in the last several years.”
–Slate Former presidential advisor and counter-terrorism expert Richard
A. Clarke sounds a timely and chilling warning about America’s
vulnerability in a terrifying new international conflict. Cyber War is a
powerful book about technology, government, and military strategy;
about criminals, spies, soldiers, and hackers. It explains clearly and
convincingly what cyber war is, and how vulnerable we are as a nation
and as individuals to the vast and looming web of cyber criminals. Every
concerned American should read this startling and explosive book that
offers an insider’s view of White House ‘Situation Room’ operations and
carries the reader to the frontlines of our cyber defense. Cyber War
exposes a virulent threat to our nation’s security.
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Enemies of Intelligence - Richard K. Betts 2009-03
The tragic events of September 11, 2001, and the false assessment of
Saddam Hussein's weapons arsenal were terrible reminders that good
information is essential to national security. These failures convinced the
American public that their intelligence system was broken and prompted
a radical reorganization of agencies and personnel, but as Richard K.
Betts argues in this book, critics and politicians have severely
underestimated the obstacles to true reform. One of the nation's
foremost political scientists, Betts draws on three decades of work within
the U.S. intelligence community to illuminate the paradoxes and
problems that frustrate the intelligence process. Unlike America's efforts
to improve its defenses against natural disasters, strengthening its
strategic assessment capabilities means outwitting crafty enemies who
operate beyond U.S. borders. It also requires looking within to the
organizational and political dynamics of collecting information and
determining its implications for policy. Combining academic research
with personal experience, Betts outlines strategies for better intelligence
gathering and assessment. He describes how fixing one malfunction can
create another; in what ways expertise can be both a vital tool and a
source of error and misjudgment; the pitfalls of always striving for
accuracy in intelligence, which in some cases can render it worthless;
the danger, though unavoidable, of "politicizing" intelligence; and the
issue of secrecy?when it is excessive, when it is insufficient, and how
limiting privacy can in fact protect civil liberties. Betts argues that when
it comes to intelligence, citizens and politicians should focus less on
consistent solutions and more on achieving a delicate balance between
conflicting requirements. He also emphasizes the substantial success of
the intelligence community, despite its well-publicized blunders, and
highlights elements of the intelligence process that need preservation
and protection. Many reformers are quick to respond to scandals and
failures without detailed, historical knowledge of how the system works.
Grounding his arguments in extensive theory and policy analysis, Betts
takes a comprehensive and realistic look at how knowledge and power
can work together to face the intelligence challenges of the twenty-first
against-all-enemies-by-richard-a-clarke-diqiucunore

century.
Political Fictions - Joan Didion 2002-08-27
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • In these coolly observant essays, the iconic
bestselling writer looks at the American political process and at "that
handful of insiders who invent, year in and year out, the narrative of
public life." Through the deconstruction of the sound bites and photo ops
of three presidential campaigns, one presidential impeachment, and an
unforgettable sex scandal, Didion reveals the mechanics of American
politics. She tells us the uncomfortable truth about the way we vote, the
candidates we vote for, and the people who tell us to vote for them.
These pieces build, one on the other, into a disturbing portrait of the
American political landscape, providing essential reading on our
democracy.
Your Government Failed You
- Richard A. Clarke 2009-10-13
Richard Clarke's dramatic statement to the grieving families during the
9/11 Commission hearings touched a raw nerve across America. Not only
had our government failed to prevent the 2001 terrorist attacks but it
has proven itself, time and again, incapable of handling the majority of
our most crucial national-security issues, from Iraq to Katrina and
beyond. This is not just a temporary failure of any one administration,
Mr. Clarke insists, but rather an endemic problem, the result of a pattern
of incompetence that must be understood, confronted, and prevented. In
Your Government Failed You, Clarke goes far beyond terrorism to
examine the inexcusable chain of recurring U.S. government disasters
and strategic blunders in recent years. Drawing on his thirty years in the
White House, Pentagon, State Department, and intelligence community,
Clarke gives us a privileged, if gravely troubling, look into the debacle of
government policies, discovering patterns in the failures and offering
ways to halt the catastrophic cycle once and for all.
Pinnacle Event - Richard A. Clarke 2015-05-19
With the 2016 presidential election just weeks away, five simultaneous
murders on three continents lead to an investigation revealing the recent
black-market sale of five nuclear weapons. But who bought them? And
what is their intended target? Washington fears the bombs are timed to
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explode in major American cities before the election. They call on
intelligence expert Ray Bowman to prevent the attack. With the help of a
Mossad agent and a female South African intelligence officer, he follows
a trail across the world to track down the missing nukes. Along the way,
he discovers that the people who now control the bombs intend to do
something much more devastating than expected, something that it will
make nuking a few cities look like a mild attack. Drawing on his decades
of experience at the highest levels of national security, Richard A.
Clarke's Pinnacle Event—the Pentagon code for a nuclear threat—is a
gripping international thriller told from the rare vantage point of a true
Washington insider.
Ghost Wars - Steve Coll 2005-03-03
The news-breaking book that has sent schockwaves through the White
House, Ghost Wars is the most accurate and revealing account yet of the
CIA's secret involvement in al-Qaeada's evolution. Prize-winning
journalist Steve Coll has spent years reporting from the Middle East,
accessed previously classified government files and interviewed senior
US officials and foreign spymasters. Here he gives the full inside story of
the CIA's covert funding of an Islamic jihad against Soviet forces in
Afghanistan, explores how this sowed the seeds of bn Laden's rise, traces
how he built his global network and brings to life the dramatic battles
within the US government over national security. Above all, he lays bare
American intelligence's continual failure to grasp the rising threat of
terrrorism in the years leading to 9/11 - and its devastating
consequences.
Eyes In The Sky - Arthur Holland Michel 2019-06-18
The fascinating history and unnerving future of high-tech aerial
surveillance, from its secret military origins to its growing use on
American citizens Eyes in the Sky is the authoritative account of how the
Pentagon secretly developed a godlike surveillance system for
monitoring America's enemies overseas, and how it is now being used to
watch us in our own backyards. Whereas a regular aerial camera can
only capture a small patch of ground at any given time, this system—and
its most powerful iteration, Gorgon Stare—allow operators to track
against-all-enemies-by-richard-a-clarke-diqiucunore

thousands of moving targets at once, both forwards and backwards in
time, across whole city-sized areas. When fused with big-data analysis
techniques, this network can be used to watch everything
simultaneously, and perhaps even predict attacks before they happen. In
battle, Gorgon Stare and other systems like it have saved countless lives,
but when this technology is deployed over American cities—as it already
has been, extensively and largely in secret—it has the potential to
become the most nightmarishly powerful visual surveillance system ever
built. While it may well solve serious crimes and even help ease the
traffic along your morning commute, it could also enable far more
sinister and dangerous intrusions into our lives. This is closed-circuit
television on steroids. Facebook in the heavens. Drawing on extensive
access within the Pentagon and in the companies and government labs
that developed these devices, Eyes in the Sky reveals how a top-secret
team of mad scientists brought Gorgon Stare into existence, how it has
come to pose an unprecedented threat to our privacy and freedom, and
how we might still capitalize on its great promise while avoiding its many
perils.
Modern Military Geography- Francis Galgano 2012-02-06
This book of contributed chapters by subject matter expertly provides an
overview and analysis of salient contemporary and historical military
subjects from the military geographer’s perspective. Factors of
geography have had a compelling influence on battles and campaigns
throughout history; however, geography and military affairs have gained
heightened attention during the past two decades, and military
geography is the discipline best situated to explain them. Hence, the
premise of this book and its contents are founded on the principle that
geographical knowledge of space, place, people, and scale provide
essential insights into contemporary security issues and promotes the
idea that such insight is critical to understanding and managing
significant military problems at local, regional, and global scales.
No More Vietnams - Richard M. Nixon 1985
"In writing No More Vietnams, Richard Nixon-with the unique
perspective of the man who served us America's commander-in-chief
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during the war's most difficult stage-has set out to dispel the myths of
Vietnam, to show why we failed in Vietnam, and to contribute to the
development of policies that will help avoid such failures in the future. In
doing so, President Nixon analyzes the role that four presidents, the
military, the Congress, the media, and the antiwar movement played in
the Vietnam debacle." -- Front jacket flap
Artificial Intelligencia - Richard A. Clarke 2022
Our lives are more controlled by computers and algorithms than we
understand, but who controls the computers? Artificial Intelligencia
steps behind the veil into the world of hackers, intelligence agents,
surveillance systems, quantum computing, and deadly international
competition. A junior Chinese police detective stumbles onto a global plot
that has control of camera and computer systems tracking billions of
humans, including people who seem to exist only in cyberspace. He
created the world's most advanced surveillance system and now an even
more powerful program is after him. Ranging from inside the highest
offices in China to the halls of Washington's security establishment and
the cutting-edge labs of Canada and California, Chief Inspector Wei Bao
races to stop an impending disaster. Only two problems: he does not
know what the disaster will be or who is going to perpetrate it.
Sting of the Drone - Richard A. Clarke 2014-05-13
In Washington, D.C., the Kill Committee gathers in the White House's
Situation Room to pick the next targets for the United States drone
program. At an airbase just outside Las Vegas, a team of pilots, military
personnel, and intelligence officers follow through on the committee's
orders, finding the men who have been deemed a threat to national
security and sentenced to death. Meanwhile, on the other side of the
world, in the mountains where the drones hunt their prey, someone has
decided to fight back. And not just against the unmanned planes that
circle their skies, but against the Americans at home who control them.
In Sting of the Drone, bestselling author Richard A. Clarke draws on his
decades-long experience at the very highest levels of national security to
craft a thrilling novel that has the feel of nonfiction, taking us behind
closed doors to meet the men and women who protect America--and
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those who seek to do us harm.
Scary Stories for Young Foxes
- Christian McKay Heidicker 2019-07-30
A 2020 Newbery Honor Recipient! Christian McKay Heidicker, author of
the Thieves of Weirdwood trilogy, draws inspiration from Bram Stoker,
H. P. Lovecraft and Edgar Allan Poe for his debut middle-grade novel, a
thrilling portrait of survival and an unforgettable tale of friendship.
"Clever and harrowing." —The Wall Street Journal "Into the finest
tradition of storytelling steps Christian McKay Heidicker with these
highly original, bone-chilling, and ultimately heart-warming stories. All
that’s needed is a blazing campfire and a delicious plate of peaches and
centipedes.” —Kathi Appelt, Newbery Award honoree and National Book
Award finalist The haunted season has arrived in the Antler Wood. No fox
kit is safe. When Mia and Uly are separated from their litters, they
discover a dangerous world full of monsters. In order to find a den to call
home, they must venture through field and forest, facing unspeakable
things that dwell in the darkness: a zombie who hungers for their flesh, a
witch who tries to steal their skins, a ghost who hunts them through the
snow . . . and other things too scary to mention. Featuring eight
interconnected stories and sixteen hauntingly beautiful illustrations,
Scary Stories for Young Foxes contains the kinds of adventures and
thrills you love to listen to beside a campfire in the dark of night. Fans of
Neil Gaiman, Jonathan Auxier, and R. L. Stine have found their next
favorite book. A Booklist 2019 Editors' Choice Selection
The One Percent Doctrine
- Ron Suskind 2008-09-04
In his devastating new book Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Ron
Suskind takes readers inside the defining conflict of our era: the war
between the West and a growing, shadowy army of terrorists, armed with
weapons of alarming power. Relying on unique access to former and
current government officials, this book will reveal for the first time how
the US government -- from President Bush on down -- is frantically
improvising to fight a new kind of war. Where is the enemy? What have
been the real victories and defeats since 9/11? How are we actually
fighting this war and how can it possibly be won? Filled with astonishing
disclosures, Suskind's book shows readers what he calls "the invisible
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battlefield" -- a global matrix where US spies race to catch soldiers of
jihad before they strike. It is a real-life spy thriller with the world's future
at stake. It also reveals the shocking and secret philosophy underpinning
the war on terror. Gripping and alarming in equal measure, it will
reframe the debate about a war that, each day, redefines America and its
place in the world.
Crossing the Rubicon - Michael C. Ruppert 2004-09-15
The acclaimed investigative reporter and author of Confronting Collapse
examines the global forces that led to 9/11 in this provocative exposé.
The attacks of September 11, 2001 were accomplished through an
amazing orchestration of logistics and personnel. Crossing the Rubicon
examines how such a conspiracy was possible through an
interdisciplinary analysis of petroleum, geopolitics, narco-traffic,
intelligence and militarism—without which 9/11 cannot be understood. In
reality, 9/11 and the resulting "War on Terror" are parts of a massive
authoritarian response to an emerging economic crisis of unprecedented
scale. Peak Oil—the beginning of the end for our industrial
civilization—is driving the elites of American power to implement
unthinkably draconian measures of repression, warfare and population
control. Crossing the Rubicon is more than a story of corruption and
greed. It is a map of the perilous terrain through which we are all now
making our way.
Genesis Code - Jamie Metzl 2014-11-04
Blue Magic, the latest designer drug linked to a rash of overdoses, might
explain the needle mark on the arm of a young woman found dead in her
Kansas City apartment. But when Star reporter Rich Azadian digs
deeper, the clues point to a far more explosive story: MaryLee Stock was
a special protégée of evangelical megapastor and power broker Cobalt
Becker, who is poised to deliver his followers and the presidency to a
firebrand right-wing senator in the next election. When Azadian sets out
to prove that MaryLee’s death was no accident and she may have been
carrying Becker’s genetically enhanced baby, the stakes become life
itself. In 2023 America—bankrupt, violently divided by the culture wars,
and beholden to archrival China—the rules of the game are complicated.
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With the danger mounting, the dead bodies of young women piling up,
Chinese agents circling, and the US Department of National
Competitiveness moving in to quash his investigation, Azadian’s only
option is to go rogue, assemble a team of brilliant misfits like himself,
and begin the fight of his life to find out who is killing these women and
why, and if any others like them may still be alive. Skyhorse Publishing,
as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels,
novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction,
romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and
mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde,
Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books
on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work
might not otherwise find a home.
Thin Air - Richard K. Morgan 2018-10-23
An atmospheric tale of corruption and abduction set on Mars, from the
author of the award-winning science fiction novel Altered Carbon, now
an exciting new series from Netflix. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY THE GUARDIAN Hakan Veil is an ex–corporate
enforcer equipped with military-grade body tech that’s made him a
human killing machine. His former employers have abandoned him on a
turbulent Mars where Earth-based overlords battle for profits and power
amid a homegrown independence movement. But he’s had enough of the
red planet, and all he wants is a ticket back home—which is just what
he’s offered by the Earth Oversight organization, in exchange for being
the bodyguard for an EO investigator. It’s a beyond-easy gig for a heavy
hitter like Veil . . . until it isn’t. When Veil’s charge starts looking into the
mysterious disappearance of a lottery winner, it stirs up a hornet’s nest
of intrigue and murder. And the deeper Veil is drawn into the game, the
more long-buried secrets claw their way to the Martian surface. Now it’s
the expert assassin poised against powerful enemies hellbent on taking
him down—by any means necessary. Praise for Thin Air “Kick-ass . . .
Mixed in with the thriller-esque action and cyberpunk backdrop is a
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hard-boiled noir story complete with a twisting and turning plot that
keeps readers on their toes.”—Los Angeles Times “Richard K. Morgan
wants to destroy your Mars fantasies. . . . It’s a grim vision, but one that
Morgan finds far more plausible than the cheerful visions of plucky Mars
colonists common in sci-fi.”—Wired “A robotically enhanced Jack
Reacher [in a] dazzlingly intricate game of political double- and triplecross, spiced with tastily kinetic battle sequences.”—The Guardian “If
you ever imagined that the core esthetics and themes of
cyberpunk—lowlifes and high tech; corporate dominance; future noir;
post-human evolution and cyborg adaptations; hardscrabble urban
environments—were played out, Thin Air will set you straight, and kick
your butt in the process. . . . Both kinematic and cinematic, [Thin Air is]
limned by Morgan with balletic precision and smashmouth grace.”—Paul
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Di Filippo, Locus
Against All Enemies - Richard A. Clarke 2004
Examines America's war on terror, both before and after September
11th, including what went right or wrong, the operations of al Qaeda, the
Department of Homeland Security, and other crucial actions of the Bush
administration.
Predator - Richard Whittle 2014-09-16
Documents the lesser-known origin story of the Predator drone,
describing the unusual individuals who shaped its innovation, the
considerable resistance that hampered its development and the ways in
which it has transformed modern warfare. By the author of The Dream
Machine.
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